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About This Game

Ahoy Mateys! From the Mind of Sid Meier, The Golden Age of Buccaneering has returned with Pirates! Gold!

You'll criss-cross your way along the 17th century Spanish Main in search of all-new adventures.

You'll lead a crew of hot-blooded buccaneers into rollicking harbour towns. And risk your booty and your life plundering enemy
ships!

Hunt for magnificent treasures! Unravel the mysteries and clues of your adventure! Even battle your way through enemy waters
on grueling rescue missions!

Will you win your rightful place in history? Or will you end up shipwrecked on a distant island? The answer can only be found
in the swashbuckling Pirates! Gold.

Experience the untamed era of piracy through stunning new VGA/Super VGA art and graphics!

Feel the ring of crossing swords and the boom of mighty cannon with enhanced sound features!

Skewer scurvy rogues with enhanced sword-fighting capabilities!
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Gain power, prestige or even the hand of the governor’s daughter!

Bombard enemy ships!

Explore more coastal towns, each with it's own dangers

Includes the original Sid Meier's Pirates! game! and bonus Map, Soundtrack and Cheat Sheets.
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Title: Sid Meier's Pirates! Gold Plus (Classic)
Genre: Adventure, Simulation
Developer:
MicroProse Software, Inc
Publisher:
Retroism, Nightdive Studios
Release Date: 1 Jan, 1987

 b4d347fde0 

Minimum:

OS: Windows XP / Vista / 7

Processor: 1.0 GHz Processor

Memory: 512 MB RAM

Graphics: 100% DirectX compatible graphics

Storage: 100 MB available space

Sound Card: 100% DirectX compatible card or onboard sound

English,French,German
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A very nice gane of horror, if you like gething scared ,this game its worth it 9 to 10. Played it with a buddy over the weekend
and had to get it myself.
Just a fun game with cool characters. Loads of cool gimmicks like the special moves with the sentences of the presidents to their
times. Pretty balanced. Great game, for the price a steal as you get a bundle of fun.
. I unchecked this DLC so I no longer have to see the trash that are Reptile and Ermac costumes. Good thing I didn't pay for this
pack separately, it was included in MKXL.. Awesome game, super fun to play with a friend (Though the single player is
perfectly fine, you're missing out if you don't play coop!) Lots of visual polish, and everything you do has oomph. The controls
take some getting used to, though that's mostly because coordinating with player 2 is necessary to get anywhere. They really get
a lot of mileage out of the dual control mechanic, as it includes everything from movement, to minigames, and even dialogue
choices! Have I mentioned this game is hilarious? Definitely recommended.. I'm learning these songs so that when It comes
time to marry her I'll play these at our wedding

9\/10 would marry Avril Lavigne. For the accessible methods made possible by RPG Maker softwares, these game products can
be a hit-or-miss due to its technical limitations and easy making. Playing through the first half hour of The Albino Hunter, I was
afraid that this would have proven the worse case due to familiar stock soundtracks and certain resources.

Going further still and past the demo length of the game, I've grown accustomed to the game's nature. What kept me going was
its elaborate dialogue writing, the humor and its fourth-wall tropes. These are the strengths that help define it more as an
adventure game rewarding exploration with turn-based combat coming by the player's choice or part of a story, rather than being
overly present during exploration as standard JRPG games do.

I'm glad I didn't give up playing during the linear beginning part because as the game progresses, free reins are given to find new
quests of different sorts; which upon completion get rewarding practically but primarily story-wise. Many characters are
memorable and every one of them have their own quirks that add to the game's humor value. It shows that the dev team Cherry
Co. Studios made this game with care, judging by the rich and enticing dialogues put into it while not shying from poking fun at
both themselves and the JRPG tropes. They also show signs of activity in improving and fixing bugs in their game because, even
at its flawed state, it's already fun and satisfactory as a whole.
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Awesome mod! It greatly improves gameplay. A must together with Eternal Lords expansion.. It's a good'un. I wish it focused
on human enemies (many weapon skills are useless on demons), and less complicated upgrade system for weapons. I also DO
NOT like the distracting ki spark system at all, which is necessary to master in order to quickly regain stamina. That said, it
looks and plays great and there's a\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665ton of weapons and armor, and several unique
fighting styles.. I was imagining sort of software which provide to watch something during coding. And I realised that someone
already imagined it and made it real. I really like this software.. This is a great escape room-ish adventure. Definite buy when
released.

No jump scares in a horror game = instant buy.. I'm not fan of this type of game but I love this little game it's really relaxing
game with great achievements for low price:)

- add more rounds
- maybe fix up settings a bit. I like the idea of the Iranian planes, however I 've played thousands of games and this one by far
has the worst controls I have ever seen. Graphics average. Music boring. User XP is very bad. Allies and enemies have similar
rectangle colors. Sometimes you don't see the aim. You can't lock from far away and you have to get really close. The time
window to lock an enemy is just a few ms. The chance to lock an enemy gets even smaller with the high sensitivity of the
controls (which can NOT be adjusted). I wouldn't recommend this game to anyone unless they've been paid to play it..
Beautifully done, retro style game. Very challenging, I couldn't stop until it was done. Do your part. Join Captain Super
Mustache in a journey to save Uranus.
Very happy to have completed this game and hope this helps anyone trying to play.
Brought me back to my days as a kid playing Super MAario Bros. Loved it.

Check out my play through here https:\/\/www.youtube.com\/watch?v=nqi3Bjh42s8

Sorry about the poor quality graphics. I'm still working out which recording software to use.
The game itself has much better graphics then this video shows.. Short and not challenging.
The walking / running is quite slow tho, I hope the maker of the game will improve all this.. Not that good. I haven't beaten this
game yet but so far it's quite good. I'm writing a review early because it's a travesty that this game has so few reviews; I intend to
update it later. But I've played enough to know the positive rating is deserved.

Simply put, if you like Zelda you will probably enjoy this game.
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